
This profound, personal account of a devoted mother trying to find solutions to help her primordially

wounded daughter illustrates the lack of understanding of wounds inflicted in-utero and a surprisingly

ambivalent mental health and educational system that allows so many children to fall through the cracks.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 2009

Fear and Self Loathing In Long Grove

I treated myself to a 90 minute "beauty treatment" as Jonah called it this morning.

One of a package of facials I gave to myself for Hanukah, and it was a glorious 90

minutes at that. Craig took the kids (all three of them amazingly and without much

incident) to the library while I spaced out and reflected on memories dating all the

way back to high school. Funny how those escapes in my mind are my only

vacation from the hell that is my life managing the mental illness in our home. Ah,

so...back to my 90 minutes...at their end, I met the crew at a local pancake house

for lunch.

Things have been so difficult with Ellie lately that when she is manageable I must

admit to letting my hair down a bit. Otherwise, frankly, with the 24/7 "watch her

like a hawk" prescription from her Psychiatrist I would have imploded by now. So,

I joined the brunch, already in progress, everyone already having ordered, I sidled

up to the table and admired all the wonderful looking fare they had ordered.

As usual, the girls were off to their multiple bathroom visitations, but the table was

conveniently located right next to the rest rooms so I could sit while I waited on

them rather than needing to post myself at the stall doors. The place was empty.

It was snowing like a banchee and the roads were treacherous. We had the place

nearly to ourselves.

I glanced around the table. Jonah was enjoying a 5 inch tall stack of chocolate

chip pancakes, Craig had ordered his normal corned beef hash (that he only

ordered when I wasn't present to make the gagging sound, as this particular

affection of his is one of our only contentions), and the girls had ordered what

looked to be crepes. Ellie's was of a banana variety. Talia's was of an apple

variety. They both looked wonderful. I ordered the only gluten free option in the

place, a greek salad and picked at the hash browns on the table til it arrived. It

never once occured to me as I watched Ellie enjoy this beautiful banana crepe

that it was made from eggs, her nearly TOP allergy.

About halfway through the meal we started discussing what we would do that

afternoon, with my highest hopes hanging on going sledding...and immediately, a

tumult broke out. Everyone but Ellie wanted to go sledding. Ellie wanted to do a

variety of independently uninteresting and non-sequitor activities that were

polarized to her recent perseverations on knitting, horses, her fish, home depot,

and a variety of other unrelated places and things. We decided that we would first

go home so we could drop off one car, no need to be driving in treacherous

weather in two cars.

Upon arriving home, the snow coming down harder than ever, the urge to sled by

the majority took hold. Momentarily it even looked like we had Ellie on board...that

is, until we had the car packed and were just getting the kids into their car seats.

That is when she erupted.
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That is when she erupted.

I was still inside gathering extra gloves and hats to take along when I heard the

familiar screams coming towards the laundry room door from outside. Normally

with the patience of a saint, Craig was now holding her out like a stinky diaper,

trying to keep her from kicking him in the gut. It was clear he was at his wits end

with her, the last few days being a few "poster days" for the reasons she needed

to be living elsewhere. I opened the door as he approached and the screaming

pierced through me as it always does.

I asked what happened...a few weeks ago, she fell haphazardly out of the car as

we were about to leave one day...she fell on her stomach and face, without even

trying to catch herself. It was the most recent time he carried her screaming back

through the laundry room door. I remember there was no snow on the ground

because her face was covered with gravel from the driveway. Can you imagine

just falling out of the car on your face and stomach without so much as throwing

your arms out to try to catch yourself? The whole thing was bizarre. Anyhow, this

time, it was because she was kicking the car and screaming about not wanting to

go sledding.She was screaming bloody hell and he had just had his "fill". So, he

was bringing her back and he volunteered to stay home with her.

I bent down to talk to her and she just screamed right in my face. "I don't want to

go. I hate you. I hate you all. I want another family!" She pushed me and went to

hit me so I tried to apply deep pressure by holding her. That only further

exacerbated things this time (often deep pressure works like a charm)and she got

more hostile, spitting at me like a camel, seething like a snake at its prey. The

conversation was not pretty. I told her that she was hurting our whole family, that

we wanted to go have a fun family activity and that without her and daddy, it

wouldn't be the same. She could care less as she continued writhing under my

partial weight. Then she started biting me, her eyes demonic, her arms swatting

at my face with her fingers forming tiger claws. She also began to kick at me, so I

layed the majority of my weight down on her, which unfortunately put my face a

little too close to her face as she spewed 6 year old obscenities at me. She was

strong, stronger than I ever remember her being, as I fought to hold her down.

She screamed in my face about hating us, wanting me to die, go to hell, a fiery

hell, and be a monster, a boring monster, an idiot dead mother monster,

someone for whom she would never pray for, and it went on and on and on. And

in this position of needing to protect myself and her from herself, Craig watching

with despair the entire time, I saw in her eyes that all of it, every word of it, was

her own self loathing.

It lasted well over 15 minutes, with the others tucked safely in their car seats in

the heated, running car filled to the brim with toboggans and winter wear- I

struggled with Ellie and her demons on the floor in between the laundry room and

the kitchen. In the end, I began to loose my strength- and I feared that she would

kick me as I started to get up, so I folded her in an odd way and she looked

frightened as I jumped back like I was on a pogo stick off her and away far enough

so if she kicked or threw her arms or even tried to bite, it'd be "nuthin but net".

As soon as I did, I left her on the floor still screaming and walked into the guest

room where Craig sat with his heart on his sleeve, deeply disturbed by the events

since she came home from the hospital a week ago. This was the straw, for both

of us. I, personally, had seen her rage quite a bit, but this time, it was so deep and

so angry, that it was truly frightful. As we chatted quietly, she flew out the door and

down the street.

He volunteered to chase her down and I took the others sledding. We passed

them as we drove down the street, her half dressed running in the worsening

snow down an unplowed street with tears streaming down her face, him with that

look of ambivelence and despair.
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Trying to maintain some level of normalcy for the others is so difficult these days.

Beyond words, difficult. And, of course, I was sad because it was a perfect

sledding day and we had a great time, but it would have been so much more fun

with the whole family. I miss my husband. I miss my friend. I miss the daughter

that I knew. I miss laughter and joy.

There's nothing like rosey cheeked kids to take your mind off your woes, and

although I was missing one, I slid like hell down that hill, forgetting for many

moments the woe of the Fear and Loathing in Long Grove or the fact that I was

sore from the pummeling Ellie had given me.

Tonight, she got a horrific headache and the whining, which subsided sometime

around the time I served dinner,returned with full vengence at around 7:30. It was

a very sad moment when we both realized that her recent abuse had left us with

very little but ambivelent presence at her side while she was sick. Craig held the

bucket and I read quietly. It wasn't until 10 PM that I realized that she had eaten

EGGS (That damn banana crepe that looked so good!!!!!) at lunch! I have never

done this. I have never screwed up on the foods she is allergic to like this.

We are slipping. I am slipping. The hypervigilence is taking its toll in other areas. I

am keeping her from running into traffic, or so far I have anyway....but, I am

missing other high maintenance responsibilities like the allergies which are

sometimes the trigger for unwanted behavior among other things. Am I saying it

was the eggs and therefore my mistake that caused her full out attack this

afternoon? I don't think so, but the jury is out on how much I can really manage

successfully before it all comes down like a house of cards.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25, 2009

Bipolar Love

A rainy Christmas Day

a Jewish house where Santa visited in the night the eve before

wrappers and toys askew still all over the floor

Hours of board games, books, and puzzles

independent play

watching the rain from the window as it poured, pretty much most of the day

The girls took umbrellas and boots all bundled up good

to stomp in puddles and explore

Tali got stuck in a thorny bush, and Ellie gave the squirrels food

Jonah read quietly and painted and listened to conversations we quietly engaged

in

and as the day rolled on

Craig and I inhaled every laugh and every grin

There were rough spots in the day

smoothed over with a little distracted play

but then the clouds thickened

And as the winds blew in

and the rain turned to snow

the tension in the house began to grow
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Suddenly it swelled

and then, all hell broke loose

The wailing began and the calm found its noose

Like a blizzard of fear it pelted us

how much more we loved the others

how she couldn't continue to live here or have me as her mother

How she was born wrong,is garbage and a bully

from tarantulas in the closet to the colors on the wall

stay she begged me, no, GO she yelled towards the hall

She shook until the bed rattled with fear of all things great and small

I ran reiki through her body

until she began to fall

Fast asleep, sucking a thumb to soothe

dreams of what I can't imagine

dreams of her secret inner truths

Bipolar love is hard on the heart

the soul and the spirit

end up dragging a heavy cart

Her words play over and over in my head

to the point

where I always hear them to my inner dread

Whether she is jumping in a puddle

or quietly playing a game

the words are there... just the same

Bipolar love

hard on the heart, harder on the family but,the love never wanes.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 2009

Highly Exothermic Reactions

My life feels like one big science experiment. I'm on my own today and I guess I'd

be prepared if I had those goggles and that anti-radioactive vest they put over my

now-retired baby making parts as reinforcement, but without all that I feel

unguarded and kinda, well, kinda naked.

All three kids are home today and I'm trying to keep them busy and focused but in

a parallel way (like preschoolers).It's nearly impossible as they are nearly as fluid

as the slime I find in my vegetable drawer when I remember to clean it.They just

keep moving from one thing to the next. I hardly have time to breathe in between.

I have found the best way to describe Ellie's "situation" since she was formally

discharged as either activated or inactivated. Basically, she is activated or

"sparked" by ANY interaction at all with ANY emotionality. So far I have seen her

inactivated only when she is left alone or asleep.

In high school chemistry, we learned that for a fire to start, there must be fuel, air,
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and a "spark". We also learned that fuel is a substance that releases much more

energy than it consumes in the reaction (Ellie), that "air" is oxygen, or any other

substance that oxidizes the fuel (Jonah, Tali or any other breathing individual), and

the "spark" is activation energy, or the energy necessary to get the reaction

started (a thought, opinion,or anything outside of what Ellie feels should be said or

thought).

Under certain circumstances, a reactive and highly exothermic reaction (a nasty

tantrum) will proceed very quickly once started. If this reaction releases a

gaseous component (verbal and physical atrocities directed towards self and

others) in a confined area (anywhere inside our freakin' house), the pressure may

build to the point where the container no longer holds the pressure and this

becomes the moment of explosion (Ellie goes off the deep end and blows the

figurative roof off the house!)

So, in the time it took to write this they went from relatively quiet individually

directed activities of reading and coloring to their snow pants and sleds. As I

stand here somewhat paralysed watching them try to share the one icy hill we

have in the backyard, I wonder how long I have until I will need to be out there in

my stocking feet breaking up a battle.

Well...I'm not left wondering long...It's a record 2 minutes and Ellie is screaming

and slamming her hands and feet on the door. Well, I guess I should feel lucky -

she saved me the trip out into the snow in my stocking feet. FUEL, SPARK, FIRE!

Even in the god damn wet icy snow! Slamming Doors, Stomping Feet, The whole

shabang while Talia and Jonah happily still roll around in the snow...where are

those goggles and that vest?????

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 2009

Hypervigilence on Hanukah

Self loathing and self destructiveness can give a whole new meaning to the

season of light. I have never been as exhausted as I have been since Ellie was

discharged from her 2 week stay in the in-patient program into the Hospital

Weekday Daytime Program last Monday with specific discharge directions by her

Psychiatrist to, and I quote, "watch her like a hawk".

Now, it's not that I let my kids run amok on a regular basis, but not letting her

alone for a minute (because it only takes a second to open the door and fly out

looking for the nearest car or truck to get in front of) has taken hypervigilence in

our lives to a whole new level. All new mothers remember taking their newborn or

infants into the bathroom in their carseats or bouncy seats while they showered

or went potty. Doing that with a 6 year old who is intent on doing something to

harm herself just doesn't play out exactly the same way given that I can't strap her

into a bouncy seat and turn on Raffi to entertain her. It's a whole new world.

As we learned in a restaurant on Thursday night, the bolting means that whatever

is in your mouth gets swallowed unchewed as you have to fly towards the

entrance to catch her. Or, that her bathroom fixation whenever we are out, means

I spend more time outside the stall waiting for her than I do sitting at the table

waiting for the food I will choke on.

Today, we went into Barnes and Noble to pick a holiday gift for Tali's teacher. Tali

and I were on line to check out and Ellie was with Craig when he told her she

would not be getting the necklace she wanted (what's with B+N selling jewelry

now? huh?) she bolted for the door and got as far as grabbing the big golden
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handles as he caught her by the waist.I watched helplessly from the roped off

waiting line filled with holiday shoppers.

Outside in the parking lot, it was cold, the wind was whippin, the snow was falling,

and the parking lot was jammed. The logistics of getting something out of my car

to put in his car so that he could take her home for a dose of Ritalin was a

nightmare. We have to hold her hand constantly and orchestrating how to attend

to her "like a hawk" while trying to cope with matters at hand and life in general is

seemingly impossible. So...inevitably we stood there barking orders at each other,

her hand left unheld for 15 seconds, I nearly had an anxiety attack and he looked

like if he could, he would storm off into the sunset and never turn back.

So what do you do when being out feels like an assault, you go home and there,

with the emotionality and possessiveness of sibling girls, you put out the tantrum

fires that arise out of insignificant disagreements...oh, and watch the doors and

the child "like a hawk".

A Snowman project next went awry when her sister ate the raisin buttons and the

screaming from her ensued. She can't stand us, but leans over her beta fish bowl

to blow kisses and tell him how much she loves him. She tells us she doesn't

want to be part of our family, wants a different family, but then asks when are we

going on our next family vacation? When I say, we are not planning a vacation

until she can be "safe", she says, "I can't be safe, I will always run. I don't want to

be on this planet!"

At bedtime, she warned us that tomorrow would be a bad, "grumpy" day. OOH

YAH, BABEE I'm really looking forward to that. NOT! If today, with our one

"elopement", at least 4 tantrums, and her announcement at the extended family

Hanukah party tonight that she would rather be in the Hospital than at the party

with kind and loving family makes me wonder how much worse tomorrow can

get? I guess that's a question I shouldn't look too deep for an answer as soon, I

will close my eyes and pass out from the hypervigilent exhaustion, and before I

know it I will wake up to screams, stomping feet, and slamming doors. That's

usually how it starts....

As we tucked Tali in tonight, she requested that we put all sorts of new activities

for her to do in her room. When asked why, with an art therapy room downstairs

and a fantastic play room filled with toys, why would she want to move things to

her crowded bedroom? She replied,"I'm annoyed by when Ellie does this to me,

and that to me, and when she calls me this and that....when she hurts me when

we play and when she bosses me and when she is mean to me...." She went on

for nearly a minute in a diatribe of things that hurt her that Ellie does to her. Craig

and I just looked at one another, helpless to offer any hope of it changing.

Knowing, as we know, that it will only escalate as opposed to ever changing for

the better. Meanwhile, Talia gets up just to ask for a hug at about 2 am these

days. Her doctor feels it's PTSD from all the anxiety so we've started giving her

melatonin to try to get her 8 straight hours of sleep. Without it, she adds fuel to the

flame of issues that can crop up...AND, interrupts what sleep we can get when

we aren't on hypervigilent "call".

The nighttime hours are our only solace because our dogs will get us if there is

any movement in the house whatsoever. It's sort of funny, that entrusting our

suicidal daughter to a babysitter right now would be akin to inconceivable (who

would want this liability anyhow?) but at night, we all sleep soundly knowing our

Peke, aussiedoodle, Golden retriever and Great Pyrenee are on Hypervigilent

"call".
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In, Out, In, Out, In, Out...In any other world it would be sordid

In our world, it's Ellie being discharged in and out of the hospital program. One

day stable, the next day unstable. One day preparing for the transportation and

one-on-one aid in the transportation back to her therapeutic school, the next day

cancelling it. After two false starts, it appears she will not return to school (if at all)

at least until January 4th. Until then, I pray one of the state resources kicks some

services in, as I don't feel comfortable having someone of a regular babysitter

variety provide support with so much liability. Can you even imagine taking a

babysitter position knowing the kid you are caring for wants to commit suicide on

an inconsistent basis? One minute she is happy, the next she is talking about

leaving the planet. Oh yah babee, let's play twister!!! Better yet, twisted!!

Today was a day I left the hospital to the sounds of my wailing child going berzerk

in the padded room. She turns into a different person as the days fly off the

calendar. Today was supposed to be her last day there....but so was last Friday.

There's nothing worse than knowing you are in a rotten situation with no end in

sight.

No cure. No end. So, today, I broke.

I tried to isolate and busy myself only with the purely tangible matters at hand. I

navigated 30 inches of documentation to try to acquire a care grant to help us get

the support we need for her, 9 or so phone calls inclusive of cancelling everything

that took at least as many if not more phone calls to arrange yesterday for her

return to school, took one positive phone call from a state agency that sees the

emergency in our household as dire as we do and is trying to find us resources,

and as much client work as I could fit in the remaining minutes of my day before it

was time to return to the hospital to pick her up.

About 10 minutes before I needed to leave my dear friend showed up to my surely

unexpected wrath. I have never been as unwelcoming as today. I have never

refused a hug or a warm gesture from a friend. Today it felt like it came from a

place of hopeless and helpless and was more to comfort him from that place than

me. It was not intentionally selfish as this person is one of the most selfless

people I know, truly...it just felt like it was more for him than me and today I could

not be there for anyone else. Not another human being. I have never felt this depth

of selfishness, which was so entirely self involved that I could not, would not, not

in a train or on a plane, not in a boat or on a goat have any real connection with

any other human being.

I can't think of a more appropriate metaphor than Dr. Seuss, and that in and of

itself, shows how entirely broken I have become.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2009

Home Emotional Home

Ellie was discharged into a Day program yesterday. Basically this means, she

came home but will go back to the Day Program this coming week so her doctors

can evaluate how her behavior is affected by being in an emotionally charged

family setting all weekend.

Emotionally charged? Who knew that family was emotionally charged?
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 2009

Untitled...

I'm not sure what to write tonight. I spent much of the day crying.

The staff at the hospital spent the last 11 days trying to get us to reconcile the

decision to find a residential placement for Ellie, and they spent today telling us

we don't have a snowball's chance in hell of getting funding for it.

The average cost of a residential treatment program runs on the average 100-

125K a year. That said, there is ONE of them in our state that takes children

Ellie's age. There aren't many more in the country. The next criteria is IQ. Many

fantastic programs exist, but only take those with IQ's of 85 or lower. While Ellie

suffers from organic brain dysfunction that renders her to have the emotional

quotient (EQ) of a 2 year old, she has a sufficiently normal IQ in the average

range for a 6 year old. Yes, our Emotionally unequipped Ellie, has a healthy

average IQ of over 100.

After hours on the phone with the ONLY Illinois based facility (2.5 hours from our

home), I found although she met most of the eligibility requirements, they only

take state referrals. This means we need to be eligible for state funding. It was our

understanding that the hospital staff would give us plenty of supportive

documentation given her most recent downturn and unfavorable prognosis, but

today we learned from them that we probably would NOT get the grant based on

Ellie not being schizophrenic. Of course, they didn't want that to discourage us

from continuing on with the grant paperwork, which on average is estimated to

take us at least 25 hours and 30 days to pull together.

The prognosis of her organic brain dysfunction explains so much as it relates to

why she cannot be a successful part of our family without firestorm tantrums

every 2-3 minutes. I am beside myself as I consider how a potential tween or

adolescent Ellie might face those challenging years with the emotional ability of a

2 year old. It clarifies how a 6 year old can feel like she wants to kill herself,

expressing merely her frustration at the typical issues a 7 year old would face but

in the paradigm of a 2 year old's understanding of how to handle it.

For now, she has stabilized. That means, she is repeating how "great" she is and

no longer verbalizing the self-loathing or the deep depression that had her wailing

in our arms on her intake day, and in the arms of staff until the last 4 days on new

medication. So, we will bring her home on Friday hopeful that the madness will

wait some time before it reappears in the confines of what was a peaceful home

today, just 3 days prior. We will work diligently on the paperwork and the never

ending process of advocating and hiring professionals to help us fight the fight for

her.

I had my one day of hopelessness. I had my one day of falling apart in my

husband's arms. Now I must pull my head out of my ass and find strength

somewhere that I have not yet tapped in the past 7 years.

I am reading a book by Rabbi Harold Kushner (author of When Bad Things

Happen to Good People) called, Overcoming Life's Disappointments and in it he

quotes from Viktor Frankl's Man's Search for Meaning book, " Everything can be

taken from a man but the last of human freedoms, the right to choose one's

attitude in any given set of circumstances." He paraphrases, " In other words,

what happens to you, no matter how hurtful or unfair, is ultimately less important
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than what you do about what happens to you."

I have repeated this to myself over and over today as I have worked hard to stop

the tears and self defeating attitude to resume my fight.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2009

Peek a Boo, I don't see you

Stuff I see every day and think nothing of give clues to those who understand

organic brain function.

Today, an imaginary play scenario clued a doctor at the hospital in to something

we all see but haven't been able to assign a meaning to.

Ellie was playing a game relating to object permanence that left a trail of

breadcrumbs to a clear cut fact. While her physiological and intellectual age may

be that of a soon-to-be 7 year old, her emotional age stopped maturing at about

the time she was 2 years old. He even tested it by distracting her during one of

her tantrums, by approaching her with an impromput "peek-a-boo" at which she

responded, completely out of sequence from her mood swing with a nearly

immediate "peek-a-boo" right back at him.

This explains so much yet seems as basic as the ABC's.

This would certainly explain why every 3 minutes between interactions in the

family the screaming starts. This would explain why her emotional responses are

so inconsistent and impossible to manage. This would explain her paranoia and

her self loathing in so many ways as she sees herself as being the conduit to a

house full of people she loves fighting like cats and dogs over miniscule matters

and moments of minutia. She is the equivelent of the plug in the wall. She plugs in

and every one lights up!

She doesn't mean to "plug in" negatively, but her emotional instability is a force

greater than all of our tolerances can handle anymore after 7 years. That includes

me and Craig.

Today will be a week since she was hospitalized. Our home has become a

settled place. A place of respite and quietude. Even the dogs are sleeping more

given the removal of the volatility and intensely negative energy.

It's difficult to explain how different it all feels, or the level of relief we are all feeling.

It's like the second day of vacation. You get up, have breakfast and go to the

beach. Then you lay back knowing you are closer to the start of your vacation

than the end, and your senses drink in the sounds and smell and sensations of

the world of vacation. Not a worry, not a care. Just being.

It is nice to just "be" in our home this week. The gravity of how this feels has it's

dark place though, as I am reminded daily during my visits to the hospital to see

our little girl. She, too, though facing her emotional struggles there like anywhere,

is calmer less the fuel of her home, which is too emotionally charged for her. I

don't think she has the same level of relief in her "vacation" that we do, but I do

think she understands that she is the conduit and I think that knowing is what

caused this breakdown to begin with. She is not any unhappier there than here

and with one quick game of pee-a-boo, she finds herself liking it more there than

here. That's a big pill to swallow, having devoted the last 7 years to trying anything
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and everything to bring her peace.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2009
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Real Life Jeopardy: Brain Scanning for 200 please Alex

So, this is the "what" of "what we know":

1. Ellie was basted and cooked in a drug addict/alcoholic's body

2. Ellie is locked and loaded genetically for whatever mental illness fueled the

birthmother's drug and alcohol addiction

3. Ellie is covered with skin that is infected by excema, excema herpeticum and

anxiety related hives on 75% of her body almost 85% of the time

There are no cures for any of it. There are no magic pills. There are no protocol

precedents because she presents as such a complex medical case. She is 6.

Add hormones in a few years and you have a recipe for certain disaster.

Hope lies in understanding how her brain functions. Are the process blips actual

seizures? Can they be managed? Will that help her impulse control thereby

ridding her of the dysphoric impulses to kill herself? Will the self loathing wane

when she experiences life without 100% challenge?

Tell me, oh wondrous Alex, If I pick Brain Scanning for 200 and I get the right

answer, is my payout a kid who gets a quality of life? And what happens if I get it

wrong, does her noble soul pay the price of her sick birthmother until she burns

out like a birthday candle?

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2009

Full Moon & Raining Shit

No sleep and fitfull day

trees dip and loved ones pray

candle burning at both ends,

can't think straight and texts from friends

Meetings of discovery

conversation and words

feeling like shit

under clouds raining turds

Tell me this came from the drugs

and not from her heart

tell me this wasn't the end

in the story from its start

Born not of my womb

but of my heart instead

my soul cries out

on this path I have tread

Drop one at daycare
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cry in the car

Stratego and laughter at dinnertime

Talk to the wishing star

It's a Full Moon

and

Raining Shit
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Profound Change

Ellie is asleep now. She was sleep deprived so that she would be asleep for an

EEG being performed on her to assess her brain wave activity for seizures. I

hadn't even known that the Neurologist had seen her yet, as the staff Psychiatrist

had just mentioned to me that he would pursue this. I like the speed at which the

hospital is working to come to a conclusion about Ellie's violent and depressive

state. They are wasting no time and this feels comforting to me.

Though we have always known her to have suffered brain damage from alcohol

and drug exposure in utero, not one doctor has ever supported looking at the

damage to assess where and to what degree. Her original diagnostic doctor

suggested that it wouldn't be useful unless she began to have seizures. Course,

how does one identify a seizure, if it's not a grand mal type- the kind we all

imagine to frighten everyone...then it could possibly be happening at those

moments when she just can't process what we're saying. Which, sadly, happens

so many times during a day that I can hardly count. I'm grateful this doctor now is

being so thorough. The MRI would be the next step.

While I am thrilled to have all the diagnostic work being done, the fear factor is

overwhelming. I'm not sure I'm so afraid of finding out she has been suffering

seizures all this time, as I am afraid of finding out that I have been insensitive to

this.Yes I know this is no time for self deprecation that I have not fulfilled my role

as her caretaker, external brain, and loving parent to the degree that I should

have. But, who wouldn't internalize blame if they found out that their kid has been

limping her whole life because of a problem that could have been addressed

rather than just accepting that limp as a part of who that kid is? I realize that

pointing fingers at my reflection does no one any justice and is wasteful energy I

can redirect into being glad we are getting information now, but I have this nagging

voice inside. If only, I coulda, shoulda, woulda...and now the tears drop from my

eyes like pebbles.

I write and write and write and the catharsis doesn't come. I have written through

the time I know she is sedated and being tested and in that writing I have

processed little. I am unfocused and without balance and now I need to drive to

the hospital to meet with the Social Worker to undoubtedly discuss the future as it

is so unknown. People keep asking how I'm doing, how the kids are handling it,

and how we are functioning as a family...and for the first time I am without

answers. I don't know how I'm doing, or how the kids are doing, or how we are

functioning as a family because it changes from one minute to the next. I can tell

you this, no one is numb. No one is not profoundly changed or affected. No one.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2009
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Pretense of a Normal Day

Today was the day I cried. I am ok, until I am not, and I find myself falling apart as I

try so hard to normalize my day. After dropping my two other children off at their

respective locations, I step up to the counter at Starbucks and look up at the

menu, but as I do the tears fall out of my eyes like they were just waiting for me to

raise my head. I look at the two women behind the raised counter, poised to take

my order disarmed by my quiet display of intense emotion.

I apologize as I explain,"I am trying to be normal today. I have a child in the

hospital and I am trying to be normal but I am not doing a very good job." The

cashier replies with obvious empathy," that's ok, tell me what you normally

order?"

"A tall chai tea latte with soy," I reply but it's never enough." The Barista replies

this time, "Ok, so let's go with a Grande. Any pastry with that?"

"I shouldn't, because I'm gluten sensitive, but I love your pumpkin scones," I

stumble as the tears continue to roll down my cheeks. "Great", Barista woman

replies, "A grande Chai Tea latte with soy and a pumpkin scone. That's $6.51."

I pay with my credit card, collect my tea and scone and head for the door feeling

anything but normal.

When the Happy Pills don't work

Four days ago, when we sat down for a nice quiet Thanksgiving day celebration at

our dining room table, we each took a turn saying what we were thankful for. We

celebrated, just the 5 of us, as things have been quite tumultuous within the

confines of our family most recently. It seems like not 2 minutes can pass without

screaming, arms flailing and hair flying. Now that includes us as parents too, as

the frustration tolerance has become so low in our home, even we are tested by

the chaotic minutia.

A midday dinner in the diningroom (the least used room in our home) was

unusual, so the mood at the table was softened by the multiple breaks in routine.

The circle of thanks we created was tempered by personalities and a little humor.

Much of it was the same for all of us. We were thankful for our family, our dogs,

the food we had to enjoy, the roof over our heads,and the like. Not moments after

the meal was over did the chaos begin again with what would become a long

holiday weekend punctuated with emotional upheaval.

Looking back and speaking metaphorically with multitudes of people over the last

few days I see our home was like a barometer - and Ellie like the tornado that kept

the pressure at a max since the moment she started first grade in late August.

But this weekend, this holiday of thanks, we learned that while she had been

releasing particles from her toronadic rage and sadness that had been triggering

terrible chaos in our house, it was only the tip of the iceberg. This would be the

weekend she fell into the deepest of depressions and run into traffic with the sole

intent to kill herself three times. The last time, she finally verbalized that this had

been her intent for some time now, and that is what drove us into the Emergency

Room.

While two of the three attempts were on our watch and happened just outside our

home, including a close call with a Fed Ex truck as she ran from our somewhat
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remote home screaming, the third happened with our Respite babysitter (an

amazingly bright and intuitive pre-med college student) who was watching Ellie on

Friday during her holiday break from school. She took her ice skating, during the

middle of which, Ellie ran from the skating rink in skates, and the sitter had to

chase her in ice skates as she ran through the ajoining shopping mall and

towards the exit to a Black Friday nuts parking lot. The sitter caught her just as

she was pushing on the exterior door with her eye on much of the traffic in the

parking lot, she was hysterical.

Once she got her to calm down a little because she was so out of sorts no one

could hear over her blood curdling screams, the sitter said, "mom and dad

explained to me that you understand how to look both ways and be careful in

traffic Ellie, what is going on? Where are you running?" At which point Ellie

screamed hysterically she WANTED to kill herself. She WANTED to be hit by a

truck. She wanted to die. The sitter calmed her as best she could, returned with

her to return the skates and came home.

We arrived home shortly thereafter and our wonderful respite sitter had that look

they get when it's the last time they agree to watch her. She told me the

afternoon's outcome and I felt a feeling in my gut I hadn't felt before. After the

other children were busily distracted, Craig and I quietly sat down with Ellie and

asked her what was going on. She looked at us and as she explained, she began

sobbing. She sobbed,"I don't belong here. I don't fit in this family. I'm different and

you all hate me, all the kids at school hate me. I just want to die. I want to get in a

rocket ship and go to another planet. I run into traffic because I want to die."

The tears running down her face, I consciously beraded myself for not seeing all

the signs. Immediately, I reach into my storehouse of resources - for everything I

have learned at every FASD conference, every meeting with every psychologist

and psychiatrist and neurologist I have ever met with to know what to do. This

isn't so unfamiliar. It was just over a year ago that we were hospitalizing her, I

remember the exact steps to doing so. All this ran through my mind in split

seconds as I looked to Craig's face for confirmation that he too felt it was time to

act.

Her face was swollen, she was so congested she could barely breathe. She was

in the middle of a terrible hive/excema breakout and it broke my heart to see her

so deeply saddened. We gave her some Benedryl and tucked her in as I got on

the phone to the psychologist then the psychiatrist (who never called us back and

has since been canned) and then the hospitals. She was fast asleep by the time

we identified the most likely candidate for hospitals - there weren't too many to

choose from, but we were happy to find there was one much closer to our house

than the city-based hospital she was in the previous year.

The next morning, with much of her sadness and anger still in tact, the sitter (who

surprisingly DID come back) watched the two other children, and Craig and I

packed some clothing and basic items for her and took her to the hospital where

she was relieved to know she could talk to someone about her sadness.

After 8.5 hours in an ER filled with h1n1, Ellie was finally safe in a new psych

ward with a whole new team of physicians to work on the rubics cube of her

downturn. There was no question on the intake. In fact, it was an intensely scary

day with her in a tiny little room falling apart all day. By midday the hospital had put

police on the room and a social worker inside the room to help with the restraint

necessary.

When she started running towards the little room's door, I kept trying to explain

(as I suspected her Prozac might be our culprit), "Ellie, they will help you here.

They will fix the meds so they work for you.". She replied," But, mommy, the
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meds don't make me feel any better. They never have. I always feel bad mommy.

I just want to die."

In that moment, while he rubbed her back to calm her and I gave her Reiki on her

legs to calm her from an impending tantrum, Craig and I had the same awful,

wordless response- you could hear our hearts break like shattered glass in the

void of words. The moment you realize nothing you have done has helped, you

feel helpless and hopeless and empty.

It has been 3 days since her intake and the hurt doesn't wane. The protocol in this

hospital is different and we get very little time with her. She has been tantrumming

and raging and trying to hurt herself there. They have removed the prozac but

have increased other meds to manage the destructive behavior. This is not at all

what happened in the hospital last year. She was an angel there. This is

disturbing. This is heartwrenching. This is detachment as she talks of wanting

pictures of her deceased birthmother. This child is 6, not yet 7.

I don't know if I will ever have peace of mind that she is safe again. I don't know

that I will ever feel like I can keep her from hurting herself, or that living in our

home is safe for her never mind the other children living in a pressure cooker of

pent up rage and agression. After a tumultuous time at the therapeutic school

recently I have lost my trust in professionals' judgement as it relates to her. I feel

like I cannot trust there is anywhere my 6 year old won't be compromised deeper

than her own challenges already compromise her. I am restless with the fear that

envelopes me when I realize there really is no safe place for my very sad, very

damaged daughter.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2009

Looking both ways before you cross the street

It's been a hard week but illustrative of the fact that we barely control the destiny

of our lives. Without sounding like I'm painting a picture of a darkened room with

me sobbing in the corner, what I'm saying is more to the fact that when you don't

make a decision on your own, it gets made for you.

This week Ellie was suspended from her after-school program. She has been

lovingly cared for by the same local community based family center for 3+ years.

They know her and they love her, for her strengths and her challenges. They have

always gone above and beyond the call of duty for this child, often times enlisting

additional support to watch and manage her on their premises. They have loved

her through her rages under administrative desks throwing shoes, screaming self

directed threats and frightening and sad words, and they have loved her in her

hypomanic state of over-the-top excitement. They have medicated her like

soldiers and held her like loving family in my absence. They have applied creams,

bandaids, boo boo bunnies and face paint. They have facilitated karaoke, exciting

day trips, and fun undernighters. They have held her in the best of times and the

worst. This week, triggered by something that was beyond their control, she lost

it,bit both the Center Director and the After-School Program Director, and ran

through the center screaming in front of parents and other children in the

program. This suspension is necessary and understandable. For us, however,

there are no alternatives.

With a historic difficulty for transition, it isn't like another program could fit the bill

for Ellie. Even if another program would be willing to welcome her, the history lost

is the comfort lost for Ellie, who is in need of not only a structured environment,
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but needs to be cared for by someone who can be her external brain when hers is

disconnected, as an FAS brain is known to do. External brains aren't just new

people with new energy, external brains are people with linked history to a child

with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and this is akin to looking for a needle in a

haystack.

So, my work day, now shortened by more than 3 hours, 5 days a week barely

resembles the day I need to manage my business. When it first became real to

me, I felt as though I was on the verge of sliding down the slippery slope of really

feeling sorry for myself. I mean, I naturally felt the self destructive pull towards

figuring out the anxiety producing logistics as to how I would manage with 15

fewer hours and 80 hours a week still to cover. But then,something quite

serendipitous happened. I stopped. I listened to the little voice within, which is

really more of a universal voice from outside, and it said to me...this complicated

scenario, is really quite simple. It is time, to write. It is time to write about your life

parenting Ellie. It is time to restructure your life and your business and make a

paradigm shift towards your passion and share the life of this beautiful child with

others. Share the amazing love and dedication this child has inspired in me and in

others who cross her path.

So I have done this. I have reprioritized my time. 15 hours a week for clients, and

the rest dedicated to my writing and to caring for Ellie. It doesn't make me any

less passionate or dedicated to my business, in fact, I think I will be more focused

and on-task than ever before. I think this decision that seems to have had to be

made by a higher power is in the best interest of everyone, including those in the

world that have yet to be inspired by Ellie and the way she just makes you love

her.

Today, on a family shopping outing, Ellie stepped off the curb and walked directly

towards a car accelerating right towards her. I grabbed her by the coat collar and

picked her up nearly tearing the damn thing off her neck. I gripped her face with

both hands and yelled, "Ellie, what on earth were you thinking?" She looked at me

for a moment blankly, then down at her new shoes, bottoms unscuffed as we had

just bought them minutes before, then back at me with tears streaming down her

cheeks. "I don't know. I just don't know what I was thinking."

I sat on the curb and held her in my arms like a baby as she cried, shocked by the

reality of the moment. For me,an eery replay of the tragic final scene for Michael

Dorris's adoptive son with FAS in The Broken Cord. In that moment, I realized the

gravity of the external brain role that I play in her life everyday, and the story

became that much more important and urgent to tell. My little girl knows not to

bite, she knows it's not ok to hit, and she knows to look both ways before stepping

off a curb or crossing a street. This is a story, and it begins with me dedicating

the time to tell it, as it continues to unfold. Her life is more meaningful than most,

yet more challenging than almost all. I am humbled by the fact that I get to tell it,

but saddened that the decision to do it now had to be made for me, instead of me

just knowing it was time.

Perhaps I wasn't looking both ways?

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2009

The Apple that fell from the Tree of Spirited, Mindful Me

The light shining through this
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child o' mine's eyes erases all the

wrinkles of parenting...

All of the times I needed to shout to

make it quieter

All of the times I needed to pull over

to the side of the road to manage the

bedlam

All of the times I have picked up spills

and messes

All of the times I have had to repeat myself 100 times

All of the times I have unplugged a roll of toilet paper from the potty

All of the times I have picked up a closet full of clothes off the floor

All of the times I have asked for toys to be picked up

All of the times I have asked for indoor voices

All of the times I have had to shut down inappropriate conversation or behavior

All of the times I have carried her screaming to her room

All of the times I have asked her to be gentle with the dogs

All of the times I have asked her to pick her crayons and markers up and then

tripped on them

When all that's there in that sunlight streaming across her head and

through the windows to her soul are...

All the times she has asked me for a snuggle in the middle of a meal

All the times she has told me her dreams for when she grows up

All the times she has told me a story

All the times she has asked me to read a book to her

All the times she has hugged me when I was sad

All the times she cared to ask me how I was feeling

All the times she has said thank you

All the times she asked me to play with her

All the times she has shared her innermost fears

All the times she has grounded herself by holding me and breathing my scent

All the times she has asked me to tell her about God

All the times she has held my hand with those beautiful little fingers
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All the times she has kissed me gently with eyelash butterfly kisses

All the times she sat while we explained things she is too young to understand

All the times where the a-ha moments of learning happen

...the only wrinkles are those on my forehead as I squint to look at her

innocent glowing face and suddenly I cannot remember a life as joyful

before being a parent.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2009

My Invisible World 5 Stars!

Being a writer and marketing strategist, in

addition to being the parent of a child who

struggles with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum

Disorder made me the ideal reviewer for

this new book hot off the presses.

Published by Better Endings New

Beginnings, My Invisible World, written by

11 year old Morasha Winokur was

probably the most insightful and inspiring

book I have read on FASD in some time.

Here she is on CNN talking about her book:

0:00/0:00

11-year-old author   5:12

Morasha Winokur is the author of "My Invisible World," chronicling her

brother's diagnosis of fetal alcohol syndrome.

Source: CNN | Added October 23, 2009

more CNN video

My review:

Words of wisdom from such a little person! I loved this book. My 10 year old son

loved it as well. You see, we are a blended family of bios and adopted. Our

domestically adopted daughter has FASD and our biological children are

challenged with the daily struggle of understanding her moods and behavior.

Morasha so amazingly described the paradox of her feelings towards her brother,
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it couldn’t have been more on target! This book so effectively advocates for our

special FASD children that I applaud it and hope that every child who struggles

with the challenge of growing intellectually beyond their sibs with FASD reads it

and knows that everything they think and feel is normal and welcome in the

process of loving their sibling for everything they are and aren’t.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2009

It's like riding a bike.....

This weekend the boys went on a camping trip and the girls were left to fen for

themselves. We baked and we shopped, we raked and we cooked. We read and

we watched movies. And when all that was said and done and the temperature

finally went above 47degrees, we donned our coats and went outside and we

played.

Earlier this summer Ellie expressed interest in wanting us to take her training

wheels off her bike, so we obliged. Then, after a month of ignoring it because of

the fear of trying it, we also took her pedals off at the suggestion of an internet

post. She tried it a couple of times though just for minutes and pretty

unsuccessfully for the rest of the summer.

She was pretty envious of a friend down the street who learned this summer

though and so when Fall arrived she attempted to try again. This time she begged

us to put the pedals back on, so again we obliged. I had watched her struggle as

Craig ran up and down the driveway with her but to no avail. It was too much

overstimulation for success.

This weekend, however, at a loss for much else to do once we had cooked

everything uncooked in the house, read every book in sight, and basically played

most board games we owned, I attempted to teach her.

With Ellie, one has to be firm, otherwise her fear of the unknown will overwhelm

her senses and she will start shaking and sputtering like an old Ford. So, as firmly

as I could, I fed her instructions that were so matter of fact that she couldn't NOT

follow them. This same instruction on Tali would have probably left her in tears,

but Ellie loves the structure and the innate understanding that because the

instructions are firm, they must be logical.

The pedal on the right had to be even with Ariel's face. Her left foot had to be

steady on the ground behind the other pedal. She had to be level on the

handlebars and she had to look up. In creating all the criteria for merely standing

there I was almost overwhelmed by the number of proprioceptive and neurological

connections it took to ride a bike. I mean, have you ever thought about it? I

hadn't....I mean, you just get on it and pedal...you know...it's like, ridin' a bike!

So, one hour in and she was feeling so much more confident. Mostly because as

I was holding her shirt and as she was pedaling I was feeding her brain with, Ellie,

say this to me,"Look Mama, I'm doin' it! I'm doin' it! I'm doin' it! I can do it! I can do

it!" So...yesterday she was merely repeating after me as I fed her brain with the

positive feedback she needed to grow enough confidence to try again today.

She couldn't wait to try again as soon as coming home from Sunday school

today. At first the same struggles reappeared from yesterday...that reminded me,

that perhaps her brain wasn't going to be able to process all this stuff. That the

legs couldn't pedal hard while the arms were trying to keep the handlebars level,
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and the eyes needed to keep watch on where to go. Today, though, after 10

minutes and the presence of a wide audience of her brother, sister and father,

she did it! She rode around the cul de sac 3 times with no help and the whole

time, she beamed while yelling at the top of her lungs, "LOOK MAMA, I'M DOIN'

IT! I CAN DO IT! I'M DOIN' IT!" It was a glorious, unparalleled success!

In so many ways, on so many days this child struggles with activities and

expectations another child her age unaffected by FAS could do with so much

more ease. Today, she beat those odds! I can't help but hope that the rest of her

struggles could be overcome with the right, firm instruction and a little grace from

God. Wouldn't it just be amazing? Almost like, ridin' a bike!

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2009
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Half Way to the End Zone

I can honestly say I'm glad to have October half over. Ellie has had a notably

tough time, yet again this year, having punctuated it tonight by a tumultuous

tantrum where she screamed incessantly that she didn't love us and wriggled and

writhed all over the floor like a snake shedding her skin. The trigger? Tali turned

the TV set off while the credits were rolling on the last 2 minutes of My Little Pony.

Last week, two days after injuring two teachers and a day after getting lost at

school for 10 minutes, she received her outplacement to a therapeutic school

setting. The weeks in general have been marred with tantrumming and while in

school she needed restraint and the team, though truly admirable, held in as long

as they could. No lawyers,advocates, nuttin - just a clear cut case of needing to

find a therapeutic setting for her.

The outplacement meeting was two hours, no adversaries, in fact, tears from

many in the room upon the unanimous decision to transfer her. That evening, last

Wednesday, we explained it to her - which was difficult because she hadn't been

admitting any of it to us. She said,"mama, I just wanted you to be happy, so I

didn't tell you how much I hated school."

It's hard not knowing if the therapeutic setting will be any better- I pray it will....she

says school is just NO FUN. I told her it isn't always fun, but it is always GREAT

because the world is filled with things to learn and learning is GREAT. sigh. I have

another friend who lived this same story just 14 or so years ago. The therapeutic

setting worked in some ways but in many ways, it was the same ol' same ol' til

even now...

In some ways this outplacement is great, as it's really what we have known for

years would be best for her. It's hard because we know that eventually only a

residential setting will address her most difficult emotional and behavioral

impulses and although it's very hard to function as a family the way things are,

functioning as the family that is only together on "visiting day" is unnerving and I

verge on heartbreak thinking about it.

For now, though, we're halfway through her hardest month of the year and while

it's been a tough one, we haven't been tempted to consider hospitalization. I

guess as the years pass, we get stronger and tougher skinned...which wasn't a

goal, but is certainly welcomed if it helps us to manage her here at home.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2009

Special School for our Special Ellie

Finding a place

To learn to put fear behind

To run and to play

A childhood to find

It’s October again

And Ellie’s head does spin

One moment a rugged tantrum

The next a childlike grin

The cycles are unnerving

To adults of all kinds

From teachers and parents

To children of sound minds

She is a spinning top

She is an engine with no fuel

She is a raging autumn sky

Bipolarity is cruel

For even a great school team

She was too much

Too much liability

Too hot to touch

Today they turned her over

To a different school and team

Her teachers shed tears

They, for her, had a dream

An education, least restricted

In a setting with fans and friends

And now they see only her sweet face

As her experience there ends

Life with our Ellie has pretty much been

A series of starts and stops with living in between

I pray this small girl, our Ellie of frail proportion and pale skin

Finds joy in the new school as yet unseen

She stares blankly at us as we explain

How all of us deeply want to see her soar

To enjoy the love of learning

To grow in school and want more

Drowning in oceans of blankets on her bed

I tucked her ever so tightly tonight

And as I blessed her complicated head

I realized, how she is tested with all of God's might.

She seems to pass His tests though

While she struggles with so many others

She runs always from the dark

Towards visions of distant colors.
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There, she finds that place

Where she learns to put fear behind

There she runs and plays

It is there her childhood she will find.

Energetic Healing

It’s been about a year since I was introduced to the healing

powers of magnets for their neurocalming effects on our now

nearly 7 year old daughter with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

Disorder. After 3 years of medicating her with necessary

sleeping pills nightly, she was weaned off the meds entirely in

under 5 days when we began to use a magnetic mattress pad, blanket, and

pillow. I became a mouthpiece for how amazing this technology was. I spoke with

scientists and multiple experts, and got a certain feeling for how it really worked.

At first it felt like voo doo, as anything does before it is fully understoodR but as

time passed I found my interest in it was fueling a whole new interest in energy

healing on a grander scale. This opened up a whole new world to me that I am

only just beginning to get my bearings in.

Yesterday I was formally attuned to be an energy practitioner. Ok, you ask, what

the hell is that? Not that I was off-key to begin with, ok, a little metaphor thereRbut

while I had done much reading about different kinds of energy healing, had

actually “attuned” myself through a book (which is a controversial means of

attunement to say the least), and was “running” energy nightly with my children as

I put them to sleep (except for Ellie who is asleep on the Nikken pad in seconds), I

hadn’t actually met with a Master of energy healing and also had yet to have a

healing session performed on me. Instinctively, however, I knew learning how to

do this would enable me to help my children in a way I could not yet quite imagine.

Reiki (pronounced Ray-Key) 

The word Reiki is made of two Japanese words - Rei which

means "God's Wisdom or the Higher Power" and Ki which is

"life force energy". So Reiki is actually "spiritually guided life

force energy."

Like magnetic healing, which is a bioelectromagnetic-based therapy involving the

manipulation of electromagnetic fields, Reiki is another form of alternative energy

medicine that uses energy fields to promote healing. Reiki is a biofield therapy

that affects energy fields that are said to encircle the human body.

Its history is ancient and colorful and if you have any interest in it at all, I suggest

reading about its origins and Dr. Mikao Usui before making any judgement as to

its efficacy.

I decided since I wasn’t quite sure about the level of attunement I had received

from the book I read, that I would have a formal attunement to see if the energy I

had been channeling all year was in fact Reiki. Whatever it was, it was

neurocalming and it repeatedly proved to help bodies both little and big to heal

their woes, whether it be headaches, stomachaches, etc.

It took me 2 months to find a Reiki Master I resonated with to turn myself over to.

I’m so glad I waited for the right person to come along, because Tricia Alexander

was in my view, the ONLY person I would have wanted to be my Reiki guru.
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My 5 hour attunement began with a formal class on Reiki as a healing modality.

The attunement itself lasted about an hour and was performed in intense quietude

interrupted only by the dogs incessant howling at a squirrel. The night of the

attunement I slept like a rock nested in the sand. I have since had an opportunity

to do Reiki on the kids and Craig a couple of times and it’s pretty amazing. In an

easy to understand description, Reiki puts the body into a relaxed alpha state. In

that alpha state, the body then receives the pure “chi” or “ki” that is channeled

through the Reiki practitioner and the healing can begin. 

The hardest part for me is making sure there is no intention.

The energy “runs” and it does what the participant needs,

there is no directive from the practitioner. This can be hard

for a mother who is doing this for her childrenRthe tendency

is to always want to parent, to fix. There is no fixing in Reiki.

SoRthe big question is, did the attunement change what I was doing for the last

8+ months anyhow? The energy is definitely more intense, the pulsing and

vibrations I feel are definitely more noticeable when I use the laying on of hands

technique. Tonight, Talia calmed down from a typical 4 year old meltdown in

record time as I did Reiki on her. It’s kind of magicalRnot voo doo anymore. Just

sort of magical and I accept it for what it delivers. I expect nothing of it but know

that by channeling it, I am doing the “loving” part of my parenting job. I am doing

the “healing” part of my human job and I’m excited to see what Reiki teaches me

about my own humanity.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2009

Autumnal Un-Equal-Nox

Ah, it’s fall. The temps are

cooler, the air is crisp like a

bright red macintosh apple

and the winds are a blowin’,

which means Ellie is

struggling to find her inner

AND outer balance. Each Fall,

my antenna rises as I watch

the last days of summer fly off

the calendar. Being a New

Englander by birthright, I have always loved the Fall. No really, I LOVE Fall!

Everything about it is a part of my cellular understanding of cycles.

By definition, an Autumnal Equinox is a day when of there’s equal day and night

and is the first day of Fall. This year’s Autumnal Equinox 2009 falls on September

22, which is in 2 days and don’t you just know that my special kid knows its

coming intuitively.

The first day of Fall is also called Mabon, Harvest Home, Winter Finding, or

Second Harvest. And, for those humans who are Pagans, it is a day of

thanksgiving to the Goddess for her bounty harvest and reap the fruits of our

labor.

For me, the Autumnal Equinox is also a time of celebration, reflection, grace and

balance. It is also historically a time when I gather up all my energy from

misplaced and non-sequitor activities and turn my attention inward to self
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discovery and attunement.

As such, this was the week I found myself starting my private Deep Breathing

Meditation Classes with my author friend James Rybak. It was also the week I

determined the day I would be getting my next Reiki Master attunement so that I

can better provide the so needed hands on healing that my kids love and depend

on me for. On a separate note, I’m running, praying, writing daily, and working on

my posture both literally and figuratively. I just love this time of year. The smell, the

color, the reinvention of myself. But the sad part is that for the last few years, I

have noted that the time that is naturally the most beneficial to me, is the most

difficult time of the year for my daughter.

For Ellie, the Autumnal Un-Equal-Nox is a time of confusion, rebellion, frustration

and deep sadness. It was on September 28, 2006 that I was notified that Ellie’s

birthmother had commit suicide by drug overdose. This was not something we

shared with her until quite a while afterwards (and in terms that she understood),

but the more I understand of the conscious spirit, the more I realize that Ellie

somehow connects this time of year to her birthmother’s deathRand perhaps to

more endings than beginnings for her. I think intuitively she is quite aware of her

birthmother’s sadness and regret. Many of her therapists suggest perhaps it is

just that she doesn’t deal well with change, and Fall is like change on steroids,

and maybe some of that is true. But there is more to it with my little girlR

The last two October’s have seen Ellie thrown into a tumult of despair so deep

that hospitalization was the only respite for her. The first hospitalization was an

out-patient program in which she was still able to see nights become longer than

the days, the trees lit afire with color, and she was able to smell the fresh crisp fall

air. That autumn seemed to go on forever, leaving in its wake a waiflike little 5

year old struggling to see why life was worth living, why her family loved her, and

why she suffers from such uncontrollable rage.

The second hospitalization, which was last October, was different as her world

was quite controlled as an inpatient in a children’s psych ward. No air, no daylight,

just consistent lighting all day and all night. No change. Everything was the same.

She seemed to fare better there in some ways, not so much better in others.

My love for Fall has me wanting to take her to Fall festivals, harvest, corn mazes,

apple picking, pumpkin farms, and on long wonderful walks in the woods with the

other children.

My love for Ellie has me praying that this year she will not need hospitalization to

create a faux structure of a world she needs during this time of year to feel

comfort in her life.

Already her distaste of the Un-Equal-Nox has her itching with anxiety, crying for

peace of mind, whining for the wind to stop. Today, I glanced back at her in the

car – windows wide after apple picking as she was hitting herself in the head,

writhing in her skin, wishing she were anywhere but where she was. It was a

glorious warm soon-to-be Fall day. For a few moments, I couldn’t even conceive

of any reason why she would be struggling so. But, then, as those moments

turned into an afternoon of her temper flaring, her inability to find comfort in her

body and in her world, I realized, aha- the Autumnal Equinox. Of course!

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2009

9/9/09- Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder AWARENESS DAY!
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This a very serious matter that matters to me as the mother of an adopted FAS-

diagnosed child. Raising a child with brain damage from in-utero exposure to

alcohol and drugs has challenged me to the core of my being. As a fellow mom of

a similar child said to me as we wrapped up a discussion on the quintessential

FAS dysfunction tonight, Tomorrow is another day to fight the fight. Prevention is

one way to fight the fight, advocacy for those affected now is another! I choose

both- 'cause I'm a fighter and walkin' in my family's mocassins isn't a cake walk.

The NINEZERO Pledge

I pledge today to eliminate Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder through awareness,

education, and advocacy.

I believe that I can put an end to the number one preventable cause of

developmental disabilities in the United States.

I will not contribute to this preventable condition by drinking during pregnancy or by

encouraging others to do so.

For all of those affected, and for those not yet born, I pledge to put an end to Fetal

Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.

One baby in 100 in the United States is born with a

significant disability caused by prenatal alcohol

exposure. This happens only when mothers drink

alcohol during pregnancy. It is totally preventable!

Drinking during pregnancy is the number one known

preventable cause of mental retardation in the United

States.

If that doesn't make you concerned, maybe the NineZero Project’s Top Ten will:

The Surgeon General’s updated report on FASD says this is a serious

public health problem and that no alcohol throughout pregnancy is

recommended.

FASD is the number one known cause of mental retardation, yet is

100% preventable.

One newborn in 100 is born with a disability from prenatal alcohol

exposure in the United States.

People under 21 drink 20% of all alcoholic beverages consumed in the

United States. Among teens, girls drink more frequently than boys.

Check it out below.

55% percent of women are drinking at the time they become pregnant.

FASD affects every part of our society and is not something that

simply happens to those “other people.”

FASD is one of the major reasons “why Johnny can’t learn,” why he

frequently comes in contact with the police and has substance abuse,

mental health and behavioral problems.

Treating people impaired by FASD costs the economy major dollars.

Undiagnosed FASD costs even more, both in money and in people.

We can change this. With your help, we can help prevent the next

generation from being affected by the many health disparities

associated with FASD.

In 2003, 44.9% of 9th through 12th graders reported drinking alcohol

on one or more of the past 30 days; prevalence of current drinking

was higher for females (45.8%) than among males (43.8%) (CDC,
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YRBS, 2003).

In 2003, 28.3% of 9th through 12th graders reported binge drinking

(having five or more drinks of alcohol in a row or within a couple of

hours) at least once during the past 30 days. The prevalence of binge

drinking was higher for males (29%) than among females (27.5%)

(CDC, YRBS, 2003).

On 9/9/09 I will be at an FASD Awareness Day Forum in Chicagoland at the

Prairie State College Business and Community Education Center 202 S. Halsted

Street Chicago Heights, IL 60411 and hope you will join me in at least sharing this

information with at least one other person...come if you are so inclined to learn

more about how WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! WE HAVE TO! THIS IS NOT

OPTIONAL!

The forum offers 4.5 CEU hours for the following professionals. CEU registration

will take place onsite at check-in.

Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselors (CADC)

Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC)

Social Workers

School Teachers

Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals (QMRPs)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26, 2009

Here fishy fishy fishy...

Fish Oil for ADHD

You've probably heard all the buzz about fish oil these days and the reason is that

virtually nothing in the nutrition world has been researched more. When it comes

to ADHD, the reasons for using fish oil just keep piling up.

Omega 3 deficiencies have been identified in the scientific literature as a causal

factor in ADHD.

43-46 Children with ADHD have been reported to have significantly

lower plasma DHA (from fish oil) than non-ADHD children.

In studies conducted at Purdue University, the lipid profiles of 53 boys

with ADHD were compared to a control group of 43 boys without

ADHD. Boys six to 12 years old who had below-normal plasma DHA

concentrations had a documented greater prevalence of temper

tantrums, learning problems, and other behavior and sleep problems,

as well as significantly higher levels of anxiety, hyperactivity and

impulsivity.

45 The researchers found that the ADHD boys had a much higher

ratio of bad fats to good fats in their blood.

Another recent study performed over 15 weeks in a group of children aged seven

to 12 years who exhibited ADHD related problems produced quite favorable

results.

Researchers found significant positive treatment effects in the group given fish oil

supplements. A key reference book popular with many nutritionally oriented

physicians is Melvin Werbach, M.D.'s Nutritional Influences on Mental Illness: A

Sourcebook of Clinical Research. Dr. Warbeck is on the faculty of the UCLA

School of Medicine.

In his exhaustive textbook, he reviews the relationship between nutrition and brain

function, he writes,"it is clear that nutrition can powerfully influence cognition,
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emotion, and behavior. It is also clear that the effects of classical nutritional

deficiency diseases upon mental function constitute only a small part of a rapidly

expanding list of interfaces between nutrition and the mind."

Dr. Charles ShusterMarcia A. Maltaverne, M.S.FASD Education Strategist Clinical

Assistant Professor Dept. of PediatricsCenter for Disabilities(605) 357 1472(800)

658 3080mmaltave@usd. edu

FRIDAY, JULY 31, 2009

Grow Food

This summer my client load was down and my mommy load was up. I spent the

time wisely researching new and untapped ways of helping Eliana find some

balance in her topsy turvey FAS world..and in doing so, might just have added

quality years to the lives of everyone living in my home.

Crazy fact: Eating an apple from a tree in 2009 is 40-50% less nutritious than

having eaten it from the same tree in the 60's or 70's. Fact is, that whether by use

of insecticides or other poisons, the soil has become mineral deficient and even

though we might bite the bullet and purchase organic, the food is only as good as

the soil it grows in.

Gives a whole new spin to the neurosis one has in the grocery store, or even as

attempting to order from the board in the drive thru.

Crazy fact: Every can of soda (pop for you midwesterners) has ONE FULL CUP

of refined sugar in it.

My poor son broke into tears when I demonstrated this quite literally by pouring a

cup of Domino Sugar into a measuring cup next to a freshly poured can of A&W

Rootbeer. I'm sure the tears were more because he knew this meant he would

never be drinking a soda in my presence again.

The Corn Growers of America have launched a national campaign to stop

disparaging remarks about High Fructose Corn Syrup, but do you have any idea

how the body responds to this when it enters the bloodstream? Not only does it

create an opiate syndrome making you crave more and more but the body stores

it as fat...

Crazy fact: Many brand name manufacturers use sand and antifreeze in their

vitamins and it's right there on the back of the label on your kitchen counter.

So...this summer I read all about Nutrition Deficit Disorder in conjunction with

cleaning out my pantry and going entirely gluten and dairy free. We got rid of any

food that had a # in it, any food that had an icky preservative in it, and any food

that contained any sand or antifreeze in it. Ellie was already egg, nut, shellfish,

soy and milk free, so this was just that extra step for her. For the rest of the

family, well...to say the least, it wasn't easy at first. But the results have been

nothing short of remarkable.

Never has the Opiate syndrome of some of the foods the kids were "addicted" to

been so clear as to the moods that arose when they were removed. Then, as

things leveled out, watching them make better choices based on those addictions

not needing to be fed anymore. My chocoholic Talia is suddenly asking for apples

and grapes and actually got sick from a piece of chocolate she snuck at camp.

After only 3 days on the diet I received an unsolicited thank you from Eliana, and I
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quote, " Mama thank you for changing my diet, I feel sooooo much better!". She is

much more regulated, joyful in fact, and not as impulsive. She went from being

the day camp's daily emotional tantrum to being Camper of the Week. I even got

phone calls asking me who this kid was and what I did with Ellie?

Now, while the cooking requirements are a lot more demanding, I find that I am

much more vested in preparing the meals thoughtfully and with a lot more loving

care than I ever did before. I am counting protein grams to make sure that with the

restrictions that we are still meeting what the kids need...and I know we are

because since we started, both girls have gotten taller and gained weight (this

was mentioned as a measure of success with kids who are suffering from

malabsorption issues, which Ellie surely was).

We call our new commitment to eating healthy, our Grow Food Diet. I take the

kids with me almost daily and they pick out colorful fruits and veggies that we

prepare different ways. They love snacking on fruit and we have planted the

seeds from them throughout the yard.

Craig loves all the vegan Indian cuisine too. I feel so much more energy than I did

before switching the diet. I gave up coffee last December and was rather reliant

on Ginseng and other boosting sources, but no longer.

Now along with this we have added a pure mineral and some other whole food

supplements. While this isn't for the faint of heart, I wholly suggest it if you have

one or several challenging kids...my AHA moment came after reading NDD by Dr.

William Sears who swears that if you put junk into your kid, you get junk outta your

kid. The rest was based on reading Special-Needs Kids Eat Right: Strategies to

Help Kids on the Autism Spectrum Focus, Learn, and Thrive by Judy Converse.

Both books caution you to give the changes about 3-4 months, but I'm tellin' you in

3 days we noted a difference...and an unprecedented difference at that.

FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2009

A life raft with no air is not saving anyone.

So I have to question daily how, while I can be such a successful finder of

solutions for businesses of all shapes and sizes, in what is turning out to be the

worst economy in 50+ years, I can be such a failure at parenting a pint size

person.

Whether or not this child has alphabet soup in diagnosis codes after her name,

she's still just a kid and yet sometimes she feels like the rubber mallet that

hammers me in a 2 X 4 without damaging even the surface of the board itself.

How can outsiders not see the pattern of destruction? How can we not find an

ounce of respite or support outside of the confines of our home? Why do the

teachers and aides at school keep dosing her with verbal sugar and in doing so

demean and reverse every cognitive behavioral technique we try to help her to be

a person we can live with in a family structure? When is enough, really enough?

The life raft is only good if it stays inflated, yes? Why are so many outsiders

coming at our tattered and torn raft with steak knives?

She has reactive attachment disorder, that means she hates us for trying to love

her. She has Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, that means she suffers from brain damage

because her now deceased birthmother drank and drugged throughout her

pregnancy. She has so many more labels, it is no wonder she and all her labels fit
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in our tiny little life raft...but they do, and why so many people want to sabotage

what little balance we can find is beyond comprehension.

SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 2009

Taking The Gloves Off

This was the week I lost my patience with the protocol of our School District's

(96) politics.

This was the week the $189.00 an hour Education Advocate we hired to sit in on

Ellie's Kindergarden class (where she continues to attend with an empty IEP file)

attended (for 3 hours!) a "planned" visit on a "typical school day" and found Ellie to

be remarkably happy and well functioning. Of course, on this "typical school day"

there were 6.5 teachers in a classroom that, as confirmed by multiple IEP

meetings earlier this year, only EVER features 2.5 teachers (one of whom is

really there to serve the children with services in their IEP's, our daughter not

being one of them). Whether it was the 3 hours of incessant thumb sucking that

was tolerated and not once discouraged or the constancy of a FAUX TEACHER

STUDENT RATIO, my daughter had the perfect kindergarden day.

I can't help but wonder why a school would sabotage the needs of a child with

such a challenging legacy? Certainly, her most recent report card clearly

demonstrated that her educational needs are not being met--- add to that, her a-z

diagnosis codes ranging from brain damage by FAS to ADHD and yet, nothing.

NADA. Zip. Zilch. The adminstrators look at us with blank stares and refusals to

give our daughter the services she so desperately needs to feel and realize

success at school. WHY WOULD A SCHOOL DO THAT?

"She is not a self starter" we hear in meetings. I want to stand up and scream,

"SHE HAS BRAIN DAMAGE! SHE IS MISSING WHITE BRAIN MATTER!".

"She is such an angel" we hear in meetings. I get reports that she sucks her

thumb all day in school and at her afternoon school, on Thursday of last week,

just 2 school days before this one, she barricaded herself in the school offices

and threw shoes at administrative staff. She feigns illness and manipulates

teachers with hunger pang anxiety. She comes home and falls apart and

screams how much she hates school, how they are awful to her and how the

teachers hate her. She tells us they give her time-outs and punish her for things

she doesn't understand. They deny this but don't realize that it's her perception of

the reality that they are providing for her and that whether or not they do it, that IS

HER REALITY.

"She doesn't need a one -on-one" we hear in meetings. Though she reportedly, by

the same administrators we are told, usurps the classroom aid there for the entire

class. I wonder how the parents of other children in the class would react to find

that the aid in the classroom is more an unassigned one on one aid to our

daughter instead of to all the children she is supposed to be there serving? She

DOES need a one-on-one, to work with her on translating all that she internalizes

in her perception as a personal attack to her. She needs a one-on-one to keep her

on task (she will never be a self starter), and to help her as the day extends from

3 to 7 full hours in first grade.

How can there be such conflicting documentation? How can our advocacy for our

child be falling on deaf ears and defensive politics? My husband is an attorney, I

am a marketing strategist. How is it that we are so ineffective at advocating for

our child?
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No blame needs to placed, Just give our "fall through the crack kid" the education

she deserves for the tax money we pay!

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2009

Magnetic Sleep Technology got Ellie off Sleeping Meds!

On January 1, 2009 I made a commitment

to find an alternative to sleeping pills for

Ellie. She has needed to take a sleeping

pill every night for 3 years to get her to

sleep. The guilt I felt about this ritual was

inconceivable. Ellie is 6, so for half of her

life, I have watched her struggle in a

drugged haze to get her teeth brushed

before she conked out in a drug induced

state. That little body would shudder as it

passed into a chemically induced state of

fake REM and every ounce of natural

therapy I would incorporate into our daily

routine was lost.

I reach out to many looking for insights and advice. In doing so I met a gentleman

named Steve Weinstein, who had run world reknown hospitals in his first career

and his partner wife, Sharon who has had an amazing life as an internationally

known nurse, author, and health consultant. They introduced me to an amazing,

non-intrusive sleep pad, pillow and comforter that within 3 days enabled me to

wean her down to half, and on the 5 day mark to NO SLEEP MEDS at all. The

rest comes to her naturally in under 5-7 minutes and if the quality of it is marked

by anything, it's that sometimes waking her takes shaking in conjunction with

nearly yelling into her ear.

Anyone who knows me knows that I have a 12 inch pile of lost hope in therapies

that I have gone into with great expectation and have been disappointed in. On the

days I feel really hopeless about finding some quality of life for this beautiful child

with such an ugly legacy that pile looks like a skyscraper. On days when I find a

therapy that is both natural and EFFECTIVE, I climb to the top of that skyscraper

and yell out at the top of my lungs. I want other parents like me to know there is

something that works!!! No secrets!!!! Not when so many of us are struggling at

raising these challenging kids. I have spoken to some people who have not slept a

full night in 10+ years. Can you imagine how compromised the immune system is

not to mention the level of productivity with that sort of sleep deficiency? And even

when some of our special kids are asleep, we fear for what they might do if we

sleep and they wake up and are unsupervised? The stress and anxiety are

unimaginable!!! I put bells on Ellie's doorknob and often times "sleep" on the floor

outside her room because I fear that she might hurt herself or her siblings in the

wee hours of the night.

I know this is no cure to FAS or to any of the other nasty acronyms that my

"princess and a pea" has been labeled with, but the effects on her and the

residual effects on my family are immediately gratifying and I want to share them

with anyone and everyone who has sleep trouble or special needs children who

have sleep or dysregulation problems.
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Anyone who knows me knows that I don't accept anything less than what my

intended goal is...most especially for my family. I know that special kids find their

special parents in a unique way in this universe and that many of the special

parents I have met are equally as tenacious and solutions driven as I am. My

anecdote for success with this system is supported by research and the history

of a healthy 30 year old company (who is NOT, btw, laying anyone off these

days!).

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26, 2008

Ready, Set, Reset

The raindrops tap eerily above as the snow slides off the rooftop tonight,

gracefully, until it slams on the ground...

6 weeks nearly to the day from the hospital release.

Her pail tipped today,

spilling to the floor weeks of her pent up angst and furor...

the first unexplained rage cycle since before the snow.

Those first weeks, I walked on egg shells

as I'm so accustomed to do..like shards of glass at every interaction

tiptoeing around her some days so as not to disturb the sleeping giant.

Then, I reveled in the joy of the ordinary days

no "I hate you", no primal screaming,no "I want to die"...just my sweet princess

carrying her over-sized figurative pail of challenges with its ever so flimsy handle.

The 6 weeks offered an intermission of sorts.

I took some time to breathe and hear my thoughts in the rainforest and I returned

centered and joyful to find, still, the ordinary days following one after another...her

pail becoming heavier and heavier.

While home became a safe haven, school became the target...having the

distance from it happening elsewhere was new if not a surprise...

but today, her pail tipped while she was with me and it was I who was left to mop

up the mess in an IHOP parking lot.

Maybe her pail was full of holiday exhaustion, change in routine, perhaps a few

sleepless nights-maybe she's coming down with something,maybe it's the

barometric pressure, maybe it's a neurological change...maybe maybe maybe.

Whatever the reason, it tipped, regardless of how tight her tiny pink fingers were

gripping at its invisible frail metal handle. I envision the handle splitting from the

weight of all that she carries inside her tiny little body.

With it,the pail, the handle, broke both my heart and my spirit

like it always does.

Everyone tells me that I can do this, that I'm doing this, that no one else could do

this better...but I think, in those moments, as I respond with the wrong words, I

can't do this, I'm not doing this, someone else could surely do this better.

If only I could harness her energy in those outbursts and light up a glorious city or

do something with it that is positive and beautiful. That's a big IF ONLY.

But then, just like that she changes.

She digs deep and finds a new pail with a shiny new handle and like she is hitting
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the proverbial reset button, she is ok. She is happy. She is relieved. Like the flu or

a bad cold, she is over it.

But, there I am, holding the broken bucket...mopping up the spilled hopes and

dreams for the ordinary extraordinary life. I'm left wondering how she digs deep

and finds a shiny new pail each time. She is stronger than I am in so many ways.

Perhaps in the legacy of losing and regaining her control there is a lesson for me-

hell, for all of us. Reach for the new shiny pail and don't pine over the broken one.

Screw the spills and messes! Think of all the living we can do in between the

spills and messes. The pail will inevitably tip, and we can start all over again.

Are you Ready? Set? Reset.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 2008
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Da-sanity Code

168 hours without much but minor altercation

10,080 minutes

604,800 seconds ticking by, not the bomb in my ear

a week resembling normal

in our home

our space where we usually dance around shards of glass and proverbial

eggshells

though transference appears at school this week

leaving educators wondering

maybe the mother's not imagining it all

all the warnings now fall upon pricked ears

The meds, I'm told, take some time

45 days

1080 hours

64,800 minutes

3 million, eight hundred and eighty eight thousand seconds

and there might be sanity- uncoded for the world to see

6.25 mg; 1 ml per 5 ml bid here 2.0 mg there

until the next stressor

until the next...wind storm

change of season

full moon

Sanity decoded but for a blink

but oh, that blink tastes fine....mighty fine.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2008

Losing Grip

I lost an old friend yesterday morning

I broke it

A measuring cup decades old, with worn out numbers and a thick heavy handle

it slipped from my grip while I washed what seemed to be days of dishes piled

high in the kitchen sink

Years of holiday cooking and baking with the kids passed through my memory as

I tossed its remains in the trash can and swept up the pieces that were left

floating in the sink like lost ships at sea
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floating in the sink like lost ships at sea

and then....

I lost a new friend yesterday afternoon

I broke it

a scented holiday candle ironically named Home Sweet Home, I had only just

treated myself to during a midday excursion, in a thick glass jar with a lid.

I had so gently and carefully unwrapped it to set on a shelf far from little curious

fingers when as I reached up, a force greater than mine blew it out of my hands

and it exploded everywhere that I could see.

Microscopic shards and slivers of glass lay everywhere as I was made painfully

aware of the state of my world, the loss, the millions of pieces laying everywhere -

all around me.....as if an intentional metaphoric dramatization of my life.

Am I losing my proverbial grip or is it something larger than that? I wondered....

Epilogue: After cleaning up the afternoon loss, I proceeded to make dinner. I keep

those steak knives up high...in the pantry.....I needed one to cut a piece of Jicama

for Ellie...she fell in love with it in the hospital so I searched high and low for a

fresh Jicama to serve her. I reached for a knife with a cerated edge and as I

stepped away another one flew up and out of the tray and as it pointed at me I

stood paralyzed in disbelief. It fell from its 5 foot high perch and landed inches

from my bare feet. Ok, so maybe a few days away wouldn't be such a bad idea?

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2008
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Coming Home

There is no Virgin Mary weeping on my potato chip

There is no parting of the traffic on my way home

There has been no revelation

I am fatigued and choking down a well of tears as I prepare

For her reentry

My son asks me not to talk anymore

My partner has shut down like the airport in a blizzard

And like no time has passed, I face tomorrowRafter 14 days

Of walking on the floor and not glass

I am again on my own

Trying to save everyone from drowning while she pulls me under

I am reminded of the velvet bag holding the remains of the Aegean Blue Kiddush

cup crushed by my excited new husband under the Chupah just 11 years ago

And think of the colorful shards not as their intended meaning

But as the shards I walk on barefoot as I negotiate the waters of mental illness

From here to eternity, she is diagnosed and I am undefined.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2008

Tic Tac Hope

The weather has turned

as Autumn permeates the new Winter

Big Blue Skies are a bold canvas with the turning leaves against them

and airplane exhaust lines criss cross through them making me feel like a tic tac

toe piece with some hope for three in a row

Every day I search deeper for the answers to my many questions
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Today I find myself looking for my faith in jet fuel trails

I find hope where it appears.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2008
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Numbers define reality

88 minutes of traffic

6 th floor parking deck

3 kids left the ward today

2 kids arrived

1 meal was bad today

2 meals ok

100/50 blood pressure rate

50 minutes of gym

15 minutes of room time

60 minutes of art

98.5 body temp

4 new excema hot spots

30 minutes for lunch

10 minutes of group

14 minutes with the doctor

9 meds down to 7

14 doses a day

1 new med added

15 minutes until snack

Infinite unanswered questions

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2008
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House of cards

She’s tired, she needs a nap, she’s hungry

No, she’s cycling

She’s tired, she needs a nap, she wants to do big kid things

No, she’s manic

Ellie do you want to kill yourself? What does it mean to be dead to you?

Are you kidding? Did you really just ask my 5 year old that?

We say it’s sunny, cloudy, rainy or stormy in my head

We say we love you and want to help you feel the sunny

We’re constructing a house of cards

Are we treating the illness or the side effects?

Where is my little girl?

Living on a hallway with lockdowns and passwords

Echoes of maniacal screams from the 10 year old child she sat next to in a room

just five minutes ago

Please dear god don’t let her be able to hear him now

I don’t know if I believe in you anymore, but if you are there – you need to show

yourself in this house of cards come tumbling down...

I am shaking- She must be afraid – I want to be with herRin the room where she

sits learning her ABC's across from the empty chair of the boy being restrained

across the hall.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2008
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A small room in a BIG Hospital

A twin bed in a small room

I tip toe in, as if to not disturb the wake of the stiff air

I take a minute to look at my warped reflection in the non-glass mirror that

reminds me of a fun house I once ran out of scared to my wits

I sit on her bed and swallow the cell that is to be her room for the next 2 weeks

and as I shift on the mattress I glance over to read “I wanna’ go home” scrawled

in crayon on the wall

“What is that fence momma? Why is there a gate in the window?” she asks

without waiting for an answer

Locks and passwords envelop the otherwise dusty yet sanitized version of a

hospital

Waxed linoleum floor tiles I can see my reflection in rise to dust encrusted heavy

grade security screens

No switches, no plugs, no choices, no harm

Structured and highly supervised nothingness in every corner waiting for the next

trigger

My daughter breaths this tonight as I pace the floors in her empty room

decorated with painted angels, puppies, kitties and dollies

She's trying to find her dream state in a nightmare as we search for the only way

we know how to help her manage her demons

A twin bed in a small room

A small room in a BIG hospital

A small child lies there hoping for sweet dreams

while I pace.
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